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VERSATILE & INNOVATIVE
EICKVIEW LED-VIDEOENDOSCOPIES

Our devices are designed with the needs of veterinary surgeons in mind. The brand-new EickView LED-Videoendoscopes with their small dimensions form the perfect solution for the broncho- and gastroscopy in cats and dogs.

High mobility
Independant operating principle through integrated LEDs and attachable monitor unit.

Easy documentation
Saving images and videos directly on the SD card by pushing only one button.

Perfect image quality
New CMOS Chip technology provides high-resolution images.

Hugh possibilities
Integrated working channel enables biopsies, foreign body extractions and BAL instantly.

Simple cleaning
Simple and clear construction allows accurate cleaning in no time.

The EickView LED-Videoendoscopes enable me performing broncho- and gastroscopies in cats and dogs of the highest quality including valuable data.
**Endoscopy**

LED-Vide Endoscope Eickview 70

- Outer Ø: 5.9 mm
- Working length: 70 cm
- Working channel Ø: 2 mm
- Depth of field: 5 – 60 mm
- Direction of view: 0°
- Field of view: 90°
- End tip deflection: 180° up, 160° down
- Data formats: JPEG (image), AVI (video)

Scope of delivery:
- Pressure tester, SD card, aluminium transport case, monitor unit, cleaning brush, suction adapter, USB cable, charging cable, composite cable
- Cleaning: Endoscope completely immersible or / and steam sterilizable
- Possibility to connect larger screens via composite cable

Connectors:
- Possibility to connect larger screens via composite cable

Data formats:
- JPEG (image), AVI (video)

Connection:
- Possibility to connect larger screens via composite cable

Monitors:
- Small monitor: 9 cm (3,5”) screen size, rotatable and swivelling LCD, resolution 720 x 576 pixels, battery: operation time 3h, integrated storage function via SD card
- Large monitor: 20.5 cm (8”) screen size, resolution 800 x 600 pixels, battery: operation time 4h or direct power supply, incl. connection cable, storage function via SD card

Model Numbers:
- 306010  Endoscope + small monitor
- 306012  Endoscope + large monitor
**ENDOSCOPY**

**LED-VIDEOENDOSCOPE EICKVIEW 60**

- Outer Ø: 4.2 mm
- Working length: 60 cm
- Working channel Ø: 1.3 mm
- Depth of field: 5 – 60 mm
- Direction of view: 0°
- Field of view: 90°
- End tip deflection: 180° up, 160° down
- Data formats: JPEG (image), AVI (video)

**Scope of delivery:** pressure tester, SD card, aluminium transport case, monitor unit, cleaning brush, suction adapter, USB cable, charging cable, composite cable

**Connection:** Possibility to connect larger screens via composite cable

**Small monitor:** 9 cm (3.5") screen size, rotatable and swivelling LCD, resolution 720 x 576 pixels, battery: operation time 3h, integrated storage function via SD card

**Cleaning:** Endoscope completely immersible or /and steam sterilizable

**Large monitor:** 20.5 cm (8") screen size, resolution 800 x 600 pixels, battery: operation time 4h or direct power supply, incl. connection cable, storage function via SD card

**306011  Endoscope + small monitor**

**306013  Endoscope + large monitor**
**ENDOSCOPY**
**LED-VIDEOENDOSCOPE EICKVIEW 50**

- Outer Ø: 3.2 mm
- Working length: 60 cm
- Working channel Ø: without working channel
- Depth of field: 5 – 60 mm
- Direction of view: 0°
- Field of view: 90°
- End tip deflection: 180° up, 160° down
- Data formats: JPEG (image), AVI (video)

**Scope of delivery:** pressure tester, SD card, aluminium transport case, monitor unit, suction adapter, USB cable, charging cable, composite cable

**Connection:** Possibility to connect larger screens via composite cable

**Small monitor:** 9 cm (3,5”) screen size, rotatable and swivelling LCD, resolution 720 x 576 pixels, battery: operation time 3h, integrated storage function via SD card

**Cleaning:** Endoscope completely immersible or / and steam sterilizable

**Large monitor:** 20.5 cm (8”) screen size, resolution 800 x 600 pixels, battery: operation time 4h or direct power supply, incl. connection cable, storage function via SD card

**306014** Endoscope + small monitor

**306015** Endoscope + large monitor
ENDOSCOPY
EICKVIEW CAMERA MONITOR UNIT

Monitor
- Screen size: 20.5 cm (8”)
- Resolution: 800 x 600 pixels
- System: PAL, NTSC
- Battery: Operating time (4 h) (also with direct power supply)
- Integrated storage function via SD card

Camera
- 1/3” CCD-chip camera head
- Resolution: 800 x 600 pixels
- 3 control buttons (brightness, white balance)
- System: PAL
- Camera cable: 3 m
- Min. sensitivity: 0.8 lx
- Fully immersible camera head
- C-mount thread
- Data formats: JPEG (image), AVI (video)

Scope of delivery: Large monitor (8”), EickView Camera, TV zoom adapter (F = 18 – 35 mm), SD card, composite cable, power cord

Cleaning: Camera head and TV zoom adapter are fully immersible

Camera compatibility: For use with all rigid endoscopes (EICKEMEYER®, WOLF, STORZ etc.) and flexible fiber scopes

Connection: Possibility to connect larger screens via composite cable

Monitor compatibility: Monitor unit for flexible and rigid scopes

30601003 EickView Camera
30601002 EickView Monitor
306016 Camera + Monitor
The following accessories support the use of the Eickview LED-Videoendoscopes. All listed accessories are of the highest quality and have been tested for longevity.

**FLUSHING ADAPTER FOR EICKVIEW 70, 60**
- For simultaneous use of instruments and insufflation/flushing
- 30601001

**EICKVIEW CAMERA**
- Suitable for all rigid endoscopes in combination with the large EickView monitor
- 30601003

**EICKVIEW LARGE MONITOR 8”**
- For use with EickView LED-Videoendoscopes and/or the EickView Camera
- 30601002

**EICKVIEW SMALL MONITOR 3.5”**
- For use with EickView LED-Videoendoscopes
- 30601004

**PRESSURE BALL FOR EICKVIEW 70, 60**
- For manual insufflation
- 214605

**DISINFECTANT SOLUTION GIGASEPT FF**
- For disinfection of all flexible endoscopes
- 307315
The following accessories support the use of the Eickview LED-Videoendoscopes. All listed accessories are of the highest quality and have been tested for longevity.

**ACCESSORIES FOR EICKVIEW LED-VIDEOENDOSCOPES**

- **Biopsy Forceps**
  - For extraction of biopsies
  - 306314  For EickView 70
  - 306311  For EickView 60

- **Foreign Body Forceps**
  - For extraction of foreign bodies
  - 306214  For EickView 70
  - 306211  For EickView 60

- **Foreign Body Gripper**
  - For extraction of foreign bodies
  - 306346  For EickView 70
  - 306340  For EickView 60

- **Stone Catcher**
  - For extraction of foreign bodies
  - 306332  For EickView 70
  - 306336  For EickView 60

- **Bal Tube**
  - For mucus probe extraction
  - 306352  For EickView 70
  - 306353  For EickView 60

- **Cytology Brush**
  - For sample extraction
  - 306416  For EickView 70
  - 306415  For EickView 60